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About This Game

Deadly Cryptids... that intense VR action shooter that gets your heart racing.
It's an action packed blasting experience that takes you to the next level in VR gaming.

Explore a mysterious ruin that seems oddly out of place, as you and your partner Kate are lost in the desert after your plane
crashed. Face evil monsters and blow them all to bits.

Use your body to take cover and survive action-packed scenes. Tap into your best shooting skills and use real weapons to kill a
legion of deadly cryptids. Throw grenades & Molotov cocktails, slash your combat knives and dual wield your way to survival.

When the action gets too intense, jam an adrenaline needle in your chest to slow down time and destroy all that is evil.

Sharpen your shooting skills in the Shooting Range. Check the monitors for the bullet impacts on the targets and adjust your aim
accordingly.

Perform cool and satisfying reload tricks that make every reload something you look forward to.

The Bitcoin Intensity Factor makes the game more or less difficult based on the live price change of Bitcoin, Ethereum, NEO
and XRP.

Can you physically handle the intensity? Put your VR headset on and discover how you really react in simulated combat
situations.

STORY:
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After your plane crashed in the desert, you and your partner Kate have been wandering the desert for days in order to survive.
You wake up at a mysterious ruin that seems oddly out of place. It does not take long before you realize this place is full of

danger.

KEY FEATURES:
- Full fledged campaign: enjoy a thrilling VR ride with more than 4 hours of fun

- Intuitive cover system: experience being under heavy fire while physically taking cover by ducking, hiding, dodging and even
laying on the ground

- Slow motion killfest: slow down time and experience the incredibly cool adrenaline simulating kill-them-all-or-die-trying
feature

- Bitcoin Intensity Factor: the game gets more or less difficult based on the live price change of Bitcoin, Ethereum, NEO and
XRP

- Wield a devastating arsenal of 11 weapons including Beretta, Magnum 44, AK-47, Scar, Shotgun, grenades,... even the ever
powerful Mini gun

- Realistic weapon handling: wanna go pro? Choose manual reload to change clips, pull out pins and shotgun shells in order to
survive

- Reload Tricks make every reload something you look forward to
- Shooting Range: sharpen your aim at the Shooting Range.

This is Deadly Cryptids... designed to be intense.
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Title: Deadly Cryptids
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Timothy Brake
Publisher:
Flow VR
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i7 5930 or greater

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 980 equivalent or greater

Storage: 2230 MB available space

English
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Best VR Wave Shooter with Nice Story,Realistic Guns Reloading & Aiming,A Must Have Game,Damn Those Creepy
Wormsss. Having a blast with this game! The weapons are well crafted and feel real.
Mastering the "realistic reload" requires solid hand-eye coordination and honing your signature reload combo is pretty satisfying
:)
Doubly so with dual weapons. The shooting range is great training to make those skills battle worthy.
Whereas a lot of shooters nowadays are too easy, Deadly Criptids is challenging in a nostalgic old school way. The onslaught of
monsters pushes you to be fast and agile, no exceptions! Taking cover is fun and when fireballs explode against your cover
it\u2019s a spectacular experience.
The creatures themselves are nicely drawn and provide some heartfelt scares. The story is lightweight with some humor for good
measure. The compagnon chick could use a voice though.
Graphics are detailed and performance is top notch. The bitcoin difficulty is something fresh :P

Overall, a fine indie shooter with excellent value for the price
. A well done wave shooter, well priced. Graphics look nice - the sand worms could use a little work visually but the standing
monsters are great and scared me for sure. The companion who helps would be better with an actual voice I think... the guns
responsive and aim is natural.. VR at it's best. Amazing that this game is made by only 1 guy.

About the game :
- Everything is so detailed your mind plays tricks on you, from the guns to the enemies even the surroundings. Once my brains
thought the rock I was hidding behind was so real, I thought lending on it with the result I smacked my face onto the ground :-)
- Shooting and aiming is also very accurate. If you aim right the enemies die a lot faster!
- There are some really creepy ennemies that give you the chill's if they sneak up to you from behind.
- Without giving to much information, near the end of the game there is a scene where I constantly had goosebumps all over my
body and my heart was racing like never expierenced in games before.
- The shooting range is a big plus, so you can test and see which guns the developer has prepared for you.
- Bitcoin multiplier is a cool feature, even a little bit more for the guys owning some crypto's, when they experience the game is
more difficult they are earning money :-)
- Auto\/Manual reloading option add's variaty, realism and difficulty to the game.
- There are difficulty levels for everybody, from easy to very difficult.
- A save game option gives you the opportunity to stop for a while so your heartrate can return back to a normal state after
pumping you up.

Tips :
- If possible maybe try and add a multiplayer feature, so you can play against your friends
- Keep on updating so the game get's even better!

I really recommend buying this game as it is a game you have never played before. Every VR enthousiast should buy this game
as it is very sharply priced!

Taking into account that it is developed by one single person is just amazing!!!

Thumbs UP!!!!
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